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Registering and Downloading the Software 

Navigate your browser to Zoom.us, hover over the “Solutions” link, then click on “Meetings and Chat” 

 

In the next screen, fill in your personal information. Use your Seton School email account (it is important 

to use your setonschool.net email because ZOOM is providing schools an upgrade from the free 

version). 
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After creating your account, you can download the client software. While there are other ways of 

getting to a Zoom meeting, we recommend the client software if you are going to be hosting meetings. 

To find the download section of the page, scroll all the way down to the black bar portion of the page 

and look for “Meetings Client”. 

 

 

The next screen asks you to choose from a variety of 

options. Please choose the first link, “Zoom Client for 
Meetings” if you are a teacher or staff who plans to host 
meetings. 

If you are a student or parent and see little use to hosting 

meetings, you may find the browser extension sufficient, if 

you use either Chrome or Firefox. If so, scroll down the page 

and choose the appropriate link. 

 

Visit the Zoom.us help for details about what 

to choose or email support@setonschool.net 

if you cannot find the answers to your 

question. 

 

 

  

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us
mailto:support@setonschool.net
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Adjusting Zoom Settings for the Classroom 

When you first open the Zoom client app, you find a dashboard with four large tools and the date and 

time displayed. We will cover some of these, although the schedule tool will likely be used less 

frequently than the others. 

 

To find basic settings, click on the gear icon in the upper right-hand 

corner. 

To start a meeting, click on the “New Meeting” tool. You’ll find a 
couple options. We recommend you use the personal meeting ID for 

all meetings. In fact, to make things easier for students, we may want 

to publish a list of Zoom meeting numbers for each faculty member. 

Ensure the blue tick mark is selected so that when you start your 

meeting, your personal ID is used. 

 

Gear Icon Settings 

There are two levels of settings that you can 

access after clicking the gear icon. Of the many 

options under that come up in the desktop client 

app, we’ll only be looking at a few. The second 
level of settings are accessed from a browser link 

that you can find at the bottom of the page 

An important setting to reduce chatting between 

students during class will be found under the 

blue link at the bottom of the page. Let’s click 
that now. 

Note how the browser opens, but the settings window may be on top. Close it and go to your browser. 
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If you don’t get the first screen as shown here, simply click on the “Settings” link on the left side of the 
window. There are several settings on this screen that we will document here without much 

explanation. If you make it to the training, we’ll be able to talk about each setting. 

Ensure that your video options are off in the view here.  

The settings here are important for teacher control of the 

learning environment. In brief, the settings on this page 

will not allow students to join the class before it is started 

by the teacher and removes some of the cumbersome 

password options. Take a minute and update your 

settings, now. 

 

 

 

Settings in the screenshot on the left continue the 

password options and such. The one we want 

enabled is to ensure that students start out with 

their mic muted. They can unmute when they want 

to talk, but it will avoid a lot of background chatter if 

it starts out muted. Here, we might want to point out 

that some students may join from desktop 

computers without a mic. They can comment in the 

chat window. We’ll cover that in time. 
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Chat Settings 

The settings here are super important. When 

running a class, we want to minimize opportunities 

for distractions, so we want to allow students to 

send messages to the entire group, but not allow 

students to message each other. 

Enabling the auto saving chats feature means that 

when you close Zoom after a session, all the chats 

that happened in the room will be saved to your 

computer under the Zoom folder. We recommend 

leaving the standard Zoom folder as 

Documents/Zoom so that you can find it easily and 

the support team can consistently guide people to 

locate files. 

Personally, I like the chime that happens when a 

new person shows up, but if students have bad internet and are dropping off and re-entering, some may 

find it annoying. Remember where you can disable this feature here if you want to have silent entry of 

new participants. 

File transfers will be done through JupiterEd, so let’s leave that feature disabled. 

If we skipped any settings, they should 

be disabled.  

The setting for placing participants on 

hold will rarely be used. If you have 

need for doing something like that, then 

you can change that here. Perhaps going 

over results from a test? Not sure of 

your needs, but here’s where you can 
change it. 

Screen sharing should be enabled, as 

there may be student work you want to 

review with the class. Ensure the 

settings are marked as shown, with only 

the host being allowed to interrupt the 

screen sharing. 
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Annotation 

One of the greatest features of Zoom is allowing 

participants to mark up the screen if it’s being 
shared by someone else. Enable features as 

shown. We will discuss them in the training. 

Enable the whiteboard and ensure that the tick 

box to auto save content is checked. At this point, 

you will have to click the blue <<Save>> button. 

Do not allow remote control of content, but do 

allow nonverbal feedback from other 

participants. When this feature is enabled, you 

can see a waving hand or thumbs up in the video 

of the participants  on your screen. There is a 

raise hand feature that we will discuss that you 

can see in the participant pane of the client app. 

Remind us to talk about this if we forget. 

Allow the breakout room option. With this, you can 

create small group discussions and even drop in on 

different rooms to see how the students are moving 

along in their conversations. 

We doubt that you’ll need remote support, but if the 
helpdesk team ever asks you to turn this on, you can 

remember where the setting is from this screen.  

Disable the virtual background. I may think it’s cool 

to look like a mysterious specter or appear like I’m on 
the beach; but it’s a huge distraction when students 
find this setting and are altering their background in 

the middle of a class. It only took some of the 

computer class students a couple minutes of using 

the app to find this setting. 
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Final Settings 

Again, we skipped some settings that you 

will likely just want disabled. Enable the 

attention tracking feature so that you can 

tell if a student is not focused on the screen 

when you are sharing your screen. If you use 

PowerPoint presentations and want to share 

them for any length of time, students are 

going to wander off and explore their world 

without you. If this is enabled, you may be 

able to get them back on track. We suggest 

that you notify students in advance, or just 

surprise them when you gently call them out 

on their lack of attention. 

Allow the Join from Browser option so that 

any students who cannot use the client app 

are able to immediately get to the meeting 

from their web browser. 

Managing Expectations 

We end with a screenshot of happy students exploring the app for the first time. If we remember that 

many of these manifestations of God’s hope for our future have been raised on the internet and with 

technology, we can start out our online learning experience with confidence that they will have fewer 

struggles than those of us who are less comfortable. This is a great chance for us to make teaching a 

reciprocal relationship that engenders support and engagement from everyone. 

 


